The headgroup (a)symmetry strongly determines the aggregation behavior of single-chain phenylene-modified bolalipids and their miscibility with classical phospholipids.
In the present work, we describe the synthesis of two single-chain phenylene-modified bolalipids, namely PC-C17pPhC17-PC and PC-C17pPhC17-OH, with either symmetrical (phosphocholine) or asymmetrical (phosphocholine and hydroxyl) headgroups using a Sonogashira cross-coupling reaction as key step. The temperature-dependent aggregation behavior of both bolalipids in aqueous suspension was studied using transmission electron microscopy (TEM), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, small angle neutron scattering (SANS), and X-ray scattering. We show that different headgroup symmetries lead to a change in the aggregation behavior: Whereas PC-C17pPhC17-PC forms nanofibers with a diameter of 5.7 nm that transform into small ellipsoidal micelles at 23 °C, the PC-C17pPhC17-OH self-assembles into lamellae with bolalipid molecules in an antiparallel orientation up to high temperatures. Furthermore, the mixing behavior of both bolalipids with bilayer-forming phospholipids (DPPC and DSPC) was studied by means of DSC and TEM. The aim was to stabilize bilayer membranes formed of phospholipids in order to improve these mixed lipid vesicles for drug delivery purposes. We show that the symmetrical PC-C17pPhC17-PC is miscible with DPPC and DSPC; however, closed lipid vesicles are not observed, and elongated micelles and bilayer fragments are found instead. In contrast, the asymmetrical PC-C17pPhC17-OH shows no miscibility with phospholipids at all.